
THE GEOGRAPHY FRONT – A World Geography Tournament 

MODERATOR: Rounds consist of 30 questions. There are 3 tiebreakers to be used only in case of a tie. If for any reason a tossup 
needs to be thrown out, please request a replacement from the tournament director. This tournament uses an early-answer reward 
system called “boost marks.” A correct answer given as a result of a buzz made as the boldened text is read will be rewarded with 20 
points, all other answers will receive 10 points. Incorrect answers given before the end of the question will receive a 5-point penalty. 

Round 5 

1. The carpet weaving center of Bhadohi (va-DO-hee) is located just to the west of this city, and a weaving industry 
centered in this city employs mainly its Momin Ansari Muslim sect to produce a namesake Saree silk that is favored 
for weddings, but is heavily dependent on child labor. This city is the location of the easternmost example of the 
Jantar Mantar style observatories built by the astronomer king Jai Singh II. A mosque was built over the ruins of a 
temple known as the “well of wisdom” in this city. A ring road known as Panchakosi (pan-cha-KO-see) encloses most of this 
city’s famous sites. The Durga is venerated at a temple in this city noted for large populations of monkeys, and its 
Sankatmochana (san-kat-mo-CHA-na) is dedicated to Hanuman. Another religion began with a sermon at Sarnath to the 
north of this city, that of the Great Wheel of Dharma. Manikarnika (ma-nee-kar-NEE-ka) is a crematorium in this city to 
which pilgrims migrate to die, and is one of many ghats which descend to the Ganges River. FTP, name this city in Uttar 
Pradesh, home to the Ganga Festival, the most sacred of the seven cities of Hinduism. 

Answer: Varanasi or Benares 

2. The “Y” fumarole on this peak is the type locality of the extremely rare exhalative minerals ziesite and blossite, which 
are water-soluble copper-vanadium minerals. Cerro Chino rises to the east of this mountain, and the San Marcelano 
(san mar-se-LA-no) vents lie to its northeast. The southeastern and southwestern extensions of Cerro Verde National 
Park surround this mountain which inspired the triangular shape of its nation’s coat of arms. A novel of Claribel Alegría is 
titled for the “Ashes of” this mountain which anchors a description of that country’s Pipil genocide. Lake Coatepeque (kwa-
te-PE-ke) lies northeast of this peak, and the ruins of the buried village of Matazano (ma-ta-SA-no) lie to its south. This 
member of the Cordillera de Apaneca (kor-di-YE-ra de a-pa-NE-ka), which featured on the now defunct 10-colon banknote, 
is located just inside the border of the Sonsonate (son-so-NA-te) Department. FTP, name this Salvadoran volcano, part of the 
Santa Ana Complex, known as the “lighthouse of the Pacific,” the most active in Central America. 

Answer: Izalco 

3. A hill formerly known as Craigingalt lies to the west of this complex of buildings. The ruins of a Jesuit University and 
a chapel of the Order of the Thistle are located in a park containing this building, which contains ponds named for 
Dunsapie and Duddingston. A murder at what is now its oratory in its northwest tower utilized its spiral stair and took place 
after the victim was dragged from its turret room. Hills known as the Lion’s Haunch and Arthur’s Seat are visible to the south 
of this building. Its first structure was built in deference to a symbol that appeared between the antlers of a stag being pursued 
by David I and was its abbey. The owners of this palace at Cannongate are present on a namesake week that lasts from June 
into the first week of July, and spend most of their time in its Morning Drawing Room. FTP, name this famous palace in 
Edinburgh that is the official Scottish residence of the British monarchy. 

Answer: Holyrood House (Palace) 

4. This city’s old town stands on Teerhof Island on a former Obotrite settlement whose castle foundations on the 
Isthmus of Buku were moved to a Dominican convent following an oath taken at the second battle of Bornhoved. This 
city’s older industrial section is its Kucknitz District. This city is surrounded by the Lauerholz Forest between the 
lakes of Wagria (VAH-gria) and Lauenberg. A skyscraper in a suburb of this city, its Maritim Tower, is the second tallest 
lighthouse in the world. This city’s salt trade revolves around the Salzspeicher (SALTS-pai-ker) warehouses and its Stecknitz 
Canal. Dietrich Buxtehude served as organist in a church in this city whose skyline is dominated by the green steeples of its 
Jakobskirche (YA-kobz-kir-ke) and its Marienkirche (ma-RI-en-kir-ke), which make up part of its “seven towers.” FTP, 
name this city whose symbol is the red brick Holstentor, Germany’s second Baltic German port and the leading center of the 
Hanseatic League. 

Answer: Lubeck 

5. Tomas Ribas is a noted collector of the folk stories of this people group, many of which involve the ossobó, the 
emerald cuckoo. A ritual possession ceremony called the djambí (jam-BEE) is common to this group. These people 
dwell in stilt-houses surrounded by gardens called kinteh in settlements known as lucháns. A creole related to 
Annobonese (an-no-bon-EEZ) also known as Ling’la is spoken by these people, some of whose ancestors once worked at the 
Agua Icė Cocoa Plantation, but were replaced by the serviçais (ser-vi-SAYS) following the Batepá Massacre. Less successful 



members of this people group practice a form of visiting marriage, though wealthier members may attain prestige and 
become filhos da terra. Unlike the Angolares, they were not marooned, but may assimilate those with European ancestral 
roots. FTP, name these descendants of freed slaves in São Tomé and Principe which form the core of its ethnic identity. 

Answer: Forros 

6. The south flowing Jauaperi (ja-wa-PE-ri) sometimes is connected to this river at its source during heavy floods, which 
explains its commonality in fish populations to a more southerly basin. The Wai-Wai people guided a team to what 
may be the source of this river on the Sipu in 2018. The Amuku Mountains rise sharply from this river’s upper 
course, so its first tributaries, including the Kassikaityu (ka-si-KAI-choo), share an origin common to the Acarai 
Mountains. This river’s chief tributary enters it via the Kamaria Falls above Bartica. Another tributary contains the largest 
volume-based single-drop waterfall, the Kaieteur (ka-YE-tyur) Falls. The Mazaruni (ma-za-ROO-nee) and Cununi are this 
river’s main tributaries. Fort Island on the mouth of this river was its country’s colonial capital. A nation to the west of this 
river claims it as its eastern boundary rather than the Pakaraima (pa-ka-RAY-ma) Mountains. FTP, what is this river named 
for a Dutch colony whose basin forms most of the country of Guyana? 

Answer: Essequibo River 

7. This formation’s Ikari Cave is marked by a feature known as Kalaya’s Thighbone, which is interpreted as the 
remains of a meal eaten by the lizard-being Lungkata. A tribe called the Mala, which predated its current indigenous 
people, used this location’s Nyiinkaku (nyin-KA-ku) Cave as an educational site. A series of rounded pits present on 
this formation are explained as the result of a spear battle between two other beings named Kuniya and Liru, who 
represent two types of snake found at its Mutitjulu (moo-ti-CHOO-loo) watering hole. The current tribe, the Ananga 
people, are protected by the Katiti Petermann Indigenous Protected Area, which surrounds a park that hosts this formation. 
Like the adjacent Kata Tjuta, this Bornhardt formation is made out of arkose and is located southwest of the McDonnell 
Range. FTP, name this ancient fan formation, a giant arrowhead shaped red rock in Australia’s Northern Territory. 

Answer: Uluru (accept Ayer’s Rock) 

8. Chilgol and Bongsu Churches serve this city’s Presbyterian community, which was so numerous in the 19th Century 
it was labeled its nation’s Jerusalem. An important green space in this city is the Moran Park, which overlies a tunnel and 
bridge system that connects its neighborhoods of Chonu and Munsu. A triumphal arch passes over Sugri Street in this city 
whose skyline also features a giant bronze winged horse statue, a myth from its Tangun period, when the sage Kija is 
believed to have founded it in 1122 BC.  In addition to the Ch’ollima Monument, a prominent landmark in this city is a three-
winged, 105-story, single stepped pyramid topped by a rotating cylinder that rises at a 75-degree angle above its Taebo 
district. This city’s Wonson Harbor saw the massacre of the crew of the USS General Sherman, where the USS Pueblo is at 
anchor on the Taedong River. FTP, name this capital of North Korea. 

Answer: Pyongyang 

9. Two of this city’s earlier dwellings have names translating to Bird’s House and Sunrise Palace, while the first was 
known as Chayhuac (CHAY-wak). Outlying temples related to this site include the Huaca Esmeralda (WA-ka es-me-
RAL-da) and the Huaca del Dragon (WA-ka del DRA-gon). Adobe friezes at this location depict sea otters, waves of 
fish and pelicans. A large pool called the Gran Hachaque (gran a-CHA-kay) Ceremonial was involved in sea-worship 
at this site that drew its water from a canal from the Chicama River. This center of a Yunca speaking empire that 
stretched from Piura (PYU-ra) to Paramonga (pa-ra-MON-ga) covered sacrificial victims with pyramids near each of its royal 
mausoleums. Pedro Pizarro found a door at this location that was covered in silver. The Nik An Palace Complex is the center 
of this city in the Moche Valley which is now being covered by a giant roof. El Niño rains are washing away, FTP, what 
abandoned adobe city, the capital of the pre-Incan Chimú Empire, located outside Trujillo (troo-HEE-yo), Peru? 

Answer: Chan Chan 

10. This city was founded by refugees from Thira and was known as Oea to the Romans. Prominent parts of this city’s 
skyline include its Dat al-Amad towers and the Suq al-Thulathaa (sook al-thu-LA-tha). The An-Nasr Forest and the 
Maydan Jazair break up this city’s core. Its western shore consists of the beaches of Gurgaresh. Two branches of an 
underground aqueduct project beginning at Jabal Hasouna end at this city, and are part of its nation’s Great Man-
Made River. This city’s Maltese community worships principally at its Santa Maria degli Angeli (san-ta ma-RI-ya de-li-an-
JE-li) Church, as its namesake cathedral on Algeria Square is now the Jamal Abdul Nasser Mosque. The 16-domed Gurgi 
Mosque and the Arch of Marcus Aurelius are found in this city’s medina, which is enclosed by the Ottoman-era Assai al-
Hamra, or Red Castle, which overlooks its Italian quarter. Martyr’s Square, this city’s center, was once called Green Square. 
FTP, name this capital of Libya. 



Answer: Tripoli or Tarabulus 

11. Brandwag (BRAND-vag) is a sandstone cliff in this province’s only national park. A cave church in this province’s St. 
Augustine Priory rests under a boulder in Modderpoort. The St. Helena, Beatrix and Oryx gold mines may be found 
in this province. Much of its coal is transformed into oil by a plant at Sasolberg, and ethanol is produced by this site’s 
Mielielander (me-LEE-lan-der) cornfields, its nation’s breadbasket. The world’s largest meteorite impact site is this 
province’s Vredefort Dome. Bethulie, Kronstaad and Winburg were among the world’s first concentration camps set up in 
this province, and a statue of a horseman bidding farewell to a mother and child is its Vroesmonument (VREES-mo-nu-ment) 
which commemorates their women’s high loss of life. Its mining city of Welkom (VEL-kom) was its nation’s first planned 
community. FTP, name this province of the Highveld between the Vaal and the Orange River, home to South Africa’s 
judicial capital, Bloemfontein. 

Answer: (Orange) Free State or Vrystaadt or Freistata (note, “Orange” is no longer part of its official name) 

12. Dakaka and Lonwolwol are languages spoken on the western slopes of this mountain. Pumice collected on beaches at 
Pamal and Ulei in 2018 was associated with the loss of its most photographed feature. Mbuwelesu (m-bu-we-LE-su) 
Fissure on this mountain is the source of most of its phreatic activity. This mountain regularly rains bombs and lapilli on 
its eastern settlement of Endu. Mt. Benbow is a secondary vent system on this mountain which erupted with a force of VI6 in 
50AD. This mountain’s main lava pit in the Crater of Marum lay beneath a 1,000 foot rim, but drained following a recent 
eruption. This mountain is located directly south of an island known for a land diving tradition to ensure good taro harvests, 
Pentecost Island. This pyroclastic shield volcano lies on a namesake island in the New Hebrides served by Port Vato. FTP, 
name this volcano in the South Pacific, the most active in Vanuatu. 

Answer: Ambrym Volcano 

13. The assigned gender role of ashtime is unique to this river valley’s Maale people. The canoes of the Kwegu people are 
noted for their imperviousness to this river’s rapids, which include its Kokobi Falls. This river that forms from the 
confluence of the Gibe and Wabe gives its name to a modern hominid fossil named from its Kibish formation. This 
river’s lower Mui and Usno tributaries join it within the lands of the Hamar and Kamar peoples, who practice a type 
of child abandonment known as mingi. Another ethnic group of this river practices a stick duel called the saginé and wars 
with the Toposa and Nyangatom in Mago National Park. This river of the Gregory Rift ends in a lake formerly called Lake 
Rudolph. FTP, name this river whose lower valley is home to Ethiopia’s lip stretching Surma and Mursi peoples that gives its 
name to an Afro-Asiatic language group, and empties into Lake Turkana. 

Answer: Omo River (or Valley) or Omotic 

14. The chief features of this site are speculated to be part of a cultural exchange between the North Cachar Hills and the 
Khorat Plateau. Nearby Keng Mountain is the source for most of the material used in creating the principal features 
of this site. Madeleine Colani wrote the defining thesis of this area, which is divided into sites A, B or C and located in its 
country’s Phaxay District, which is bisected by the Nam Ngum River. A myth concerning this site involves a battle involving 
the giant king Khun Cheung and a victory feast involving copious quantities of rice whiskey; that myth also appears in the 
Thao Heung Epic. The Sa Huynh culture utilized this site located in the center of the Xiongkhoang (hsyong-KWONG) 
Plateau. The destruction of many of its features produced a market for scrap metal used for decorations in nearby provincial 
capital of Phonsavong. Heavily cratered during the Secret War, FTP, name this iron age site known for large amounts of 
unexploded US cluster munitions, a UNESCO world heritage site in Laos best known for its enigmatic lidded stone urns. 

Answer: Plain of Jars or Thong Hai Hin 

15. This city’ neighborhood of Stolipinovo (sto-li-PI-no-vo) contains its continent’s largest Roma community, though most 
of that population identifies with the Xoraxane (sho-ra-SHA-nee) subdivision rather than the nationally dominant 
Dassikane (da-si-KA-nee). This city’s artisan district is centered on Strumna Alley. This city’s National Revival 
architecture is perhaps best displayed by its Balabanov (ba-la-BA-nov) Mansion. The Chirpan Heights rise to this city’s 
east, and a hill called Nebet Tepe contains the ruins of Eumolpias in this city that destroyed Markovo Hill, one of its seven, 
for paving. Zahari Zograf painted the murals for this city’s Church of St. Constantine and Elena, which lies only a few blocks 
from its Dhumaya Mosque. A roman amphitheater stands on the Trimondium of this city, which is undercut by a tunnel of 
Boris III Obedinitel (o-be-di-NEE-tel) Boulevard. This city’s archaeological museum displays a hoard of local Thracian gold. 
FTP, name this city whose old town, once called Philippopolis, lies on the Marica River, the second largest city in Bulgaria. 

Answer: Plovdiv 

16. This mountain range’s southern terminus is intruded by the Skaergaard layered magma chamber, whose formation 
was central to initial theories of fractional crystallization, and hosts platinum-palladium deposits. Alfred de Quervain 



discovered the Schweitzerland (SHVAI-tser-land) Range, a southern extension of these mountains at Mt. Forel on his way to 
Sermilik Fjord (FYORD), though this mountain range, which includes the remote Deception Dome and Lille Snjefeld (LI-le 
SNYAY-feld) was only discovered from the air in 1930. The Kangerlussuaq (kan-ger-lu-SWAK) Glacier is the southern 
boundary of this range, while the Gronau Nunataks are found at its northern tip, which features a subrange sometimes known 
as the Rasmussen Range, and it also includes the Ejnar Mikkelson and Borgtinderne (BORG-tin-der-ne) subranges. The 
southward bend of the Christian IV Glacier is associated with these mountains. FTP, name this East Greenland mountain 
range home to the highest mountain north of the Arctic Circle, Gunnbjørn Fjeld (GUN-byorn field). 

Answer: Watkins Range 

17. The Oecobius (o-KO-bee-us) disc-web spider and the cerastes sand viper are endemic to this nation. Bubiyan and Al-
Warbah are large but unpopulated islands off the coast of this country. The Al Rawdatayn well provides rare fresh 
water to this country, and its Al-Jahra Oasis provides its only permanent natural source of water. Another product is 
distributed by gravity aided by its Zawr Escarpment. This country deported 90% of its Palestinian population in the 1990s; 
the remainder of its foreigners live mostly in its capital’s suburbs of Hawalli and Al-Shalimiyya (al-sha-li-MEE-ya). This 
nation’s merchant class is the Banu Utub, whose chief member rules from Seif Palace. Water is distributed by a monument in 
which two obelisks pierce three blue tanks in the shape of spheres in this country’s capital. An invasion of this country was 
halted at Khafji. FTP, name this nation on the Persian Gulf whose oilfields were set afire during an invasion by its northern 
neighbor, Iraq. 

Answer: Kuwait 

18. The cave Taiwhetuki (tai-we-TOO-key) is the entrance to the underworld in the mythology of this people. A deity of 
this people was devoured by a lonely war-god after being discovered hiding in the form of a fern, and these people use 
an unfurling fern frond, known as a koru, to decorate their meeting houses, known as wharenui (wa-re-NOO-ee). 
Dendroglyphs known as rakau made by an offshoot population of this people that moved to the Chatham Islands are 
protected by the Hapupu Reserve, though that population was later massacred by the Taranaki (ta-ra-NA-kee). The districts 
of Opotiki (o-po-TEE-kee) and Wairoa have the greatest concentration of this ethnicity. A parliament house, the Hikurangi 
(hi-ku-RANG-ee), was founded by this people at Papawai. The Ngai Tahu division of these people reclaimed a settlement of 
land on an island they refer to as Te Waipounamu (te wai-poo-NA-moo) in 1997. Their most important cultural center is at 
Waikato, which was their capital under their first king, Potatau I. FTP, name these settlers who traveled from Hawaiki in 
waka canoes, the native population of New Zealand. 

Answer: Maori (accept Moriori until “Chatham Islands”) 

19. One people group of this province revere the hero Mulume Niama, who was killed by being sealed in a chalk cave with 
178 of his followers after assassinating an officer. In addition to the Sanga people, this province is home to a 
threatened population that works in the Kapulo cassiterite mine on the Kundelungu (kun-de-LUN-gu) Plateau. Those 
Batembo people are the targets of a genocidal campaign in its Pweto Territory. Another mine in this province near 
Kambove, the Shinkolobwe (shin-ko-LOB-we) Mine, supplied most of the uranium for the Manhattan Project. Umberto I of 
Italy drew the southeastern border of this province to allow one power access to the Bangweulu (bang-we-OO-loo) Swamps. 
This province, the remnant of a larger province which lost its central and western regions to Lomami and Lualaba, makes up 
most of its country’s “pedicle.” That larger province attempted to form a breakaway republic under Moise Tshombe (CHOM-
bay). FTP, name this southeastern upper remnant of a once-massive province with capital Lubumbashi, located in the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo. 

Answer: Haute-Katanga or Upper Katanga 

20. An exposure of the Escuminac (es-ku-MEE-nak) Formation on the shore of this peninsula’s Miguasha (mi-GWA-sha) 
Point contains the largest source of sarcopterygian (sar-kop-te-RI-jan) fish fossils, the ancestors of land-dwelling 
tetrapods. Its cod fisheries are noted for the only new world use of the Jersey Norman dialect. Albert Bierstadt traveled 
to this peninsula to paint its salmon fishermen at work on the Cascapedia (kas-ka-PEE-dee-ya) River. Roche Percé (rosh per-
SAY), an offshore arched rock, stands at the tip of this peninsula’s Bonaventure (bo-na-VEN-tur) National Park, as does Cap 
Bon-Ami, part of a park created through extortion of landowners on the Forillon Peninsula which contains its nation’s tallest 
lighthouse. The younger McGerrigle and much older Chic-Choc (SHIK-shok) Mountains, the northeasternmost extension of 
the Appalachians, is located on this peninsula. FTP, what is this peninsula south of the St. Lawrence Seaway upon which 
Jacques Cartier first landed, the southeasternmost extension of Quebec? 

Answer: Gaspé Peninsula 



21. A type of tektite named for this river and associated with the Nördlinger-Reiss Crater was first found in its village of 
Tyn. The Berounka joins this river above a racetrack at Lahovice (la-ho-VEE-tse), and the Křemžsky Potok (SHEMJ-
ski po-TOK) encircles a ruined castle called the Maiden’s Stone with this river at Planinka. An opera by Josef 
Rožkosny (rozh-KOS-nee) concerns this river’s St. John Rapids, which have since been flooded by the Štěchovice (SHTYE-
ko-vee-tse) Reservoir, and the Lipno and Orlik Dams create its largest and most voluminous reservoirs. Castle Zvikov marks 
this river’s confluence with its largest tributary, the Otava. The Italian folk melody La Mantovana (la man-to-VA-na) 
represents this river following the junction of its Warm and Cold branches at Črna Hora (chur-NA HO-ra) as it flows north to 
meet the Elbe at Mělnik (MYEL-nik) in a famous tone poem. FTP, name this river that is bridged by the Karlovy Most as it 
flows beneath Vyšehrad (VI-she-hrad) Castle in Prague, the centerpiece of Bedrich Smetana’s Ma Vlast. 

Answer: Vltava River or Moldau (if anyone cares, Moldavites are called Vltavites in the Czech Republic) 

22. The ancient barley-farming village of Jeitun lies just to the north of this city, its nation’s first evidence of agriculture, 
and it was built on the ruins of the wine-trading hub of Konjikala (kon-ji-KA-la). A suburb of this city contains the 
ruins of a fortress of the imperal capital, Nassi. This city’s Azadi Mosque was inspired by the Blue Mosque of 
Istanbul, and it was the site of the Mashriku l’Adkar (ma-SHREE-koo LAD-kar), the first Baha’i house of worship, which, 
like most of this city’s brick structures, was destroyed in the Gara Gaudan Earthquake, after which rebuilding campaigns 
constructed its Howdan and Parahat apartment blocks, as well as its center around the Galkynys Meýdani (gal-KEE-nees 
may-DA-nee), or Renaissance Square. This city which contains several large monuments to Toghril Beg was formerly named 
Poltoratsk (pol-to-RATSK), is located between the Kopet Dag Mountains and the Kara Kum Desert, and is decorated with 
more marble than any city on Earth, much of which adorns the mausoleum of its late leader, the author of the Ruhnama. FTP, 
name this resting place of Separmurad Niyazov, (se-PAR-mu-rad ni-YA-zov), the capital of Turkmenistan. 

Answer: Ashgabat 

23. Traffic entering this river may be observed from a ridge within Huangshanlu Forest. A northern tributary of this 
river rises on Mt. Sanbai, while a river that enters it from the west is formed by the Gui and Xun before passing 
through the gorge of the Lingyang. One hundred and four islands lie off its main entrance, forming a chain formerly 
known as the Ladrones and now known as the Wanshan Archipelago. The Gobernador Nobre de Carvalho Bridge crosses a 
distributary of this river. The common name for this drainage system is extended to the Xi (HSI), Bei and Dong rivers which 
converge at Guangzhou to create its main channel in the largest urban area in the world. FTP, name this river whose estuary 
on the South China Sea supports the cities of Macau and Hong Kong. 

Answer: Pearl River or Zhujiang or Canton River 

24. A geomorphological reserve near this city is the Aukštagiris (ok-SHTA-gi-ris), which also names a tribe of its early 
settlers. The mound village of Kernave lies northwest of this city. The Gate of Dawn is the last remaining portal of this 
city’s medieval wall. A museum called the Green House documents atrocities against this city’s Jewish population, 
who were herded into Greater and Lesser Ghettos, and whose sole surviving temple is the Choral Synagogue. Jascha 
Heifetz is from that population in this city. This city’s artistic center is its Uzhupis District. A cathedral in this city was 
erected on a hill formerly dedicated to the thunder god Perkunas and contains St. Casimir’s Chapel. This city’s most famous 
religious structure is its red brick gothic St. Anne’s Church. Gediminias (ge-de-MI-ni-yas) Castle overlooks this city at 
confluence of rivers first bridged by King Mindaugas. FTP, name this city on the Neris River, the capital of Lithuania. 

Answer: Vilnius 

25. The Îles Cerbicale (eels ser-bi-KAL) are a series of granite sea stacks found in this body of water. A poet who dwelled 
on its shores once referred to it as the “water of the sweet islands of God” in a poem addressed to the winds of 
Tindari. This body of water formed due to trench rollback which gave rise to its Vavilov and Marsili Basins as well as 
an island that gives its name to a style of frequent, violent volcanic eruptions of fluid lavas. A notable arched rock is found on 
the Cala Goloritzé (KA-la go-lo-ri-TZAY) on the shores of this body of water within its Gulf of Orosei. That rock is found 
near its port of Artabax, known for a tower built to warn of corsairs. Another fortress, the Bastion de l’Étendard, guards a 
western entrance to this body of water, the Strait of Bonifacio (bo-ni-FA-cho). When passing through this sea, Odysseus 
received a bag of winds from Aeolus. Named for an Etruscan prince who led his people from Lydia, FTP, name this sea 
which receives the Tiber River and includes the island of Stromboli, defined by the eastern coast of Sardinia, the north coast 
of Sicily and the Italian mainland. 

Answer: Tyrrhenian Sea (the poet mentioned is Salvatore Quasimodo). 

26. Controversy rages over this ecoregion’s Toca de Tira Peia rock shelter, whose stone tools appear to contradict the 
Clovis origins of its inhabitants, like the nearby Pedra Furada, an arched rock in its Capivara (ka-pi-VA-ra) National 



Park. The rain forest of the Babaçu (ba-BA-su) lies to the west of this ecosystem. Broader limits of this region include 
the endemic lizards of the paleodunes of Xique-Xique (SHI-kay SHI-kay), thus extending it into the valleys of the 
Campos, though its proper portion lies between the Serra dos Cariri Novos and the Chapadas das Mangabeiras (cha-PA-das 
das man-ga-BEY-ras), and is characterized by mosaic plateaus which are dissected by the seasonal Caninde and Gurguéia 
(gur-GWAY-a) Rivers. Those rivers drain towards the northern boundary of this ecosystem, the Parnaiba River. No wind 
direction dominates in this ecosystem which includes the cliffs of the Chapada Diamantina (cha-PA-da dia-man-TEE-na) and 
features the native Jamacaru (ja-ma-KA-ru) cactus. FTP, name this xeric thorn forest region centered in the southern portion 
of the state of Piauí (pya-WI) in northeastern Brazil. 

Answer: The Caatingas (prompt on “Southern Piauí) 

27. Frost-wedging of Cambrian-age limestones in this river’s central basin have created its namesake Pillars, many of 
which occur at Sinyaya and Tit-Ary. The dominant people living in this river’s basin are known for a tradition of epic 
poetry known as Olonkho. This river’s name means “Large River” in a minority language of its basin. A hunting 
party of those Evenki-speaking peoples once rescued a starving party of survivors of the Jeannette expedition which 
reached its banks at Arrhu. Of this river tributaries, only the Vilyuy can support hydroelectric projects due to its irregular 
flow, 85% of which occurs during its brief spring. A plateau to the south of its course is the source for its main tributary, the 
Aldan, whose absorption causes its braided channel to widen to 5 miles. The sharp escarpment of the Verkhoyansk (ver-ko-
YANSK) Mountains defines its eastern arc and creates a climactic vortex responsible for producing the coldest temperatures 
in the Northern Hemisphere. Supporting the city of Yakutsk, the dominant watercourse of the Sakha Republic is, FTP, what 
river, the third longest of Siberia’s rivers, with a massive delta on the Laptev Sea? 

Answer: Lena River 

28. A chain of alluvial fans associated with this resource’s formation is known as the Gangplank. It lies south of the 
similar, but smaller and younger Brule and Arikaree systems. Its host rock preserves fish fossils at Lake Meridith and the 
Alibates Flint Quarries, spans the Hemphillian to Barstovian land mammal ages, and is divided into the upper Kimball 
Limestone and the lower Valentine Sandstone. Its southern edge is protected by a layer of caliche that also defines the edge 
of the Llano Estacado known as the Caprock. The Optima Lake Dam was rendered useless by a lowering of its elevation 
which desiccated the Beaver River, and the Brazos and Red Rivers begin in this resource. Its deepest point lies beneath the 
Sand Hills, its northern recharge zone. The diesel-powered central pivot irrigator is largely blamed for the depletion of this 
resource. FTP, name this massive underground reservoir beneath the American Great Plains, named for a Nebraska town 
whose name pays homage to a Lakota people group. 

Answer: Ogallala Aquifer 

29. The Pointe des Lataniers (point de-la-TA-ni-yay) overlooks this body of water whose northern limit is the Pointe du 
Cheval Blanc (she-VAL blank). The Anse d’Azur is a cavern-lined beach on this body of water, and its longest stretch 
of rare flatlands is known the Côte des Arcadins (kot de-zar-KA-dins). Coral reefs in this body of water are found 
around its Cayemite (ka-ye-MEET) Archipelago, which lies at its southern opening. Another island in this body of water 
is its nation’s driest quarters, being in the shadow of the Chaîne des Matheux (shen de ma-TOOZ) and the Trou d’Eau 
Mountains. A namesake microplate whose southern edge is defined by the Enriquillo-Plantain Fault rests on this body of 
water bordered in the south by the Massif de la Hotte and in the north by a range containing the Citadelle Laferrière (si-ta-
DEL la-fe-REER). The Artibonite (ar-TI-bo-neet) River empties into this gulf where an earthquake with epicenter at Gressier 
(GRE-si-yay) devastated its port cities of Grand Gouâve (GOO-av) and Leogâne (LAY-o-gan) in 2010. FTP, name this gulf 
whose largest harbor can be found at Port-au-Prince, defined by the northern and southern peninsulas of Haiti. 

Answer: Gulf of Gonâve 

30. Estates like those at Bompai and Chawalla comprise much of this city’s industry, which is based around peanut 
processing. This city’s modern section includes the Waje District and Sabon Gari, which lie north of its medieval 
Syrian Quarter. This city’s ancient but still functioning dye pits are located at the Kofar Mata Gate, one of the last 
remaining of this city’s medieval walls, which have fallen into disrepair. The Kurmi Market is a series of narrow, 
winding alleys beneath this city’s Dala Hill district, and once passed its wares from Ghana to Cairo. This city’s Abagagyawa 
(a-ba-ga-GYA-wa) minority claim descent from its original people, whose artifacts are displayed at the Gidan Makama. That 
people, the Fulani, was displaced by a people described in this city’s namesake Chronicle, which tells of its legendary 
blacksmith king, Bagauda. This city’s Gida Dan House and its Emir’s Palace are classic examples of its Hausa architecture. 
FTP, name this city-state, the largest city in Nigeria’s Islamic northern section. 

Answer: Kano (or Kanawa) 



Tiebreakers 

31. The Ibhubesi (i-bu-BE-si) and Kudu Gas Fields lie beneath this watercourse, whose net transport is dispersed by 
eddies due to the Columbine cell. Ekman transport causes a net offshore flow which is most pronounced as it departs 
the coast offshore of the Farta and Azul Bays. It absorbs upwelling trends like the Cunene and Lüderitz Cells, though the 
Walvis Ridge prevents Antarctic Bottom Water from influencing the trajectory of this watercourse. Winds paralleling it are 
responsible for offshore dune drift that has claimed ships at sea off the Skeleton Coast, and are responsible for the dryness of 
the Namib Desert. It interacts with a south-flowing boundary current to produce the Angola Dome. FTP, name this north-
flowing cold-water current found off the southwest coast of Africa. 

Answer: Benguela Current 

32. The El Bosque (el-BOS-kay) Batholith is a hardened mass of rock beneath this mountain which is perched on the 
Palestina Fault. The Nereides Glacier may be found on this peak. It comprises a doubly-eponymous massif with 
nearby Tolima, which also includes Santa Isabel. It contains the domes of Santano and Cisne as well as the historical 
cone, La Olleta (la o-YE-ta), which have been responsible for the scouring of the Azufrado (a-su-FRA-do) Valley, and 
whose most destructive feature is associated with the Guali and Lagunillas (lan-gu-NEE-yas) Rivers. The Arenas Crater is the 
most active vent of this volcano currently, and is capable of lobbing bombs as far as the Chinchina Valley. The hometown of 
Omayra Sanchez was destroyed by this mountain. FTP, name this deadly volcano also known as La Mesa de Herveo (la ME-
sa de her-VE-yo), a producer of lahars that is associated with the 1985 destruction of Armero, Colombia by boiling mud. 

Answer: Nevado del Ruiz 

33. The chief religious edifice in the north of this country was built by convicted adulterers known as Lupe, or Doves, and 
is its St. Joseph’s Cathedral on Neiafu (ne-YA-foo). A collapsed sea cave on its main island is a natural bridge known 
as the Hufangalupe (hoo-fan-ga-LOO-pay) Arch, known as the “Pigeon’s Doorway.” Other caves in this country 
include a non-Mexican sea cave known as the Cave of Swallows, a cleft in its northern Vava’u Island. Toi and Tavahi 
trees make up most of the forest cover on its island of ‘Eua, which is home to birds like the blue-crowned lory. Fonuafo’ou 
(fo-nwa-FO-oo) Island in this country has a recent history of rising and sinking cycles due to explosive volcanism and rapid 
erosion. The principal marketplace in this country’s capital is its Talamahu Market. That capital contains a trilithic gate 
known as Maui’s Burden, as well as several Langi, or tombs for its kings, the Tu’i. FTP, name this South Pacific kingdom 
with capital Nuku’alofa (nu-ku-a-LO-fa). 

Answer: Kingdom of Tonga or Puleʻanga Fakatuʻi ʻo Tonga 

 


